
Registration Work Team Minutes for June 9, 2005 
 
Group: Registration Work Team 
 
Topic: Team Meeting Minutes 
 
Date: June 9, 2005 1:30 pm - 2:20 pm 
 
Attendees: Colleen Abrams, Patty Itchoak, Cheryl Plowman, Carolyn Weaver, Janet Johnson, Pat Borjon, 
Shelly Blatchford, Jackie from UAS 
 
=================================================================== 
 
 New Items: 
. SFR2LST - add instructional method as a parameter 
. Status - this was approved 
 
. Add access to student-related forms through UAOnline 
. Status - Each MAU will talk to its own portal folks instead; consider making it 
   a portal forms channel 
 
 
 
Task Requests: 
. SFR2APS - New parameters that enhance student identification by campus 

. Status - This was not covered in this meeting 
 
  . bwskoacc - Reformatting of Hold information page on UAOnline 

 . Status - in PROD 5/20/05 
 
  . QAdhoc - Add 'Education Goal' to 'Enrolled Students by Term' view  
 . Status - In Prod 
 
  . SFR2ESR - Add counts for first time freshman/graduates 
 . Status - Not ready for test; currently being worked on 
 
 
  . GLR2PS1 - New parameter for email addresses 
 . Status - prelim testing looks good, more testing necessary 
 
. QAdhoc - Section Status clone view  
 . Status - Assigned to a programmer on 5/2/05 
 
. Web Reg - waitlist - error message  

. Status - in PROD 5/20/05 
 
. SFR2LST - Updates to parameter list - include multiple parts of term, for example 
 . Status - assigned to a programmer on 4/19/05 
 
. SFR2LST - Correction on ordering of Alpha Sort 

. Status - assigned to a programmer on 5/10/05 
 
. SPP2RMV - Update address cleanup capabilities  
. Status - In PROD 
 
 



Old Items: 
. SFRSCHD - Add .dat file to process 
 . Patty is going to do the task request for this - see task request attached to the email 
 
. Update on "Account Summary by Term" error on UAOnline 

. Cheryl found a new problem in that they get in a loop in the Health Insurance area when they have an 
A/R hold 

. Status - this has been resolved 
 
. Dropping on web within certain time frame 

. Needs testing - Has anyone done anything on this? 
 . Status - Test; we need to schedule group training 
 
 . New Banner form for Pin Resets - with guests from HR, etc. 

. Was discussed at the last BST meeting 

. Agreement on standard questions for student and/or HR which would be displayed on the Banner form.  
When the form is saved, then the password would be reset and userid of the person viewing the 
information would be recorded with date and time. 

 . Status - no timeline yet on student side 
 
. Recording of International Students - Non-degree (from NRA work team) 

. Update from the NRA work team meeting on Wednesday, June 8, 2005 
 . Status - Nation of birth and citizenship for non-degree folks, admissions will take care of degree seekers 
 
. Positives/Challenges with this registration 

. Status - UAS dropped non-payment June 7; UAF June 2, UAA had no problems 
 
 
 
Other items: 
 
 
Tabled items: 
. Enforced prerequisite checking 
 
GTVSDAX parameters  (explanation of the following at the end of this agenda - taken from www.alaska.edu/as 

<http://www.alaska.edu/as> -> Banner -> Banner 6 Bookshelf -> General System-> GTVSDAX Handbook  
  WLTIMECON - Should waitlisted classes recognize time conflict errors? (New with 6.2) 
 
 
 
Next Meeting: 
. June 23, 2005 at 1:30 pm 
 
 
 
Pat Borjon 


